
Marketplace Profile & Listing Template 

Process Overview 
This template enables you to create, collaborate on, and finalize the content for your Snowflake 
Marketplace listings before submission in the Snowflake UI. You can complete this template by 
substituting the illustrative examples (pre-populated) with your own information. 

Please contact our Marketplace Operations team if you have any questions or would like your template 
reviewed prior to your formal submission in the UI. 

For additional support, you can review: 

Snowflake Marketplace 
Provider Playbook 

Listing Setup 
Screenshot Walkthrough 

Snowflake Documentation 
Managing Your Listings 

Listing Setup 
Video Tutorial 

Content You Will Submit 

Provider Profile 
User Facing 

One-time creation of public 
profile information. Multiple 

profiles may only be created if 
you have legally separate 

entities. 

Snowflake Contact Info 
Only Visible to Snowflake 

Contact information for a 
business contact and 

technical contact so that 
Snowflake can get in touch 

regarding your profile & listing. 

Listing 
User Facing 

Basic unit of content for the tiles 
in the Snowflake Marketplace. 

You will publish 1 listing for 
each distinct dataset or data 

service that you provide.

Unless otherwise stated, all fields are required. Please review the notes & instructions associated with 
each field. 

Submission Steps 
1. Review Snowflake’s Provider Policies before your set up your profile and listing.
2. Complete this template as a collaboration/staging document before you proceed with steps 3-8.
3. Login to the Snowflake UI and select the ACCOUNTADMIN role.
4. Navigate to Data » Provider Studio.
5. Click + Profile, input profile details, and click Submit for Approval.
6. Navigate to Listings » + Listing, input listing details, and click Submit for Approval.
7. Wait for approval from our team as we review submissions to ensure they meet quality standards.

We typically review profiles and listings within 1 business day.
8. Once your listing is approved, navigate to Listings, select your listing, and click Publish in the top

right. For Free listings, you will be prompted to set up cross-cloud auto-fulfillment.

1a: Provider Profile (User Facing) 

Input Field Notes Your Information 

Company Logo ➔ High-res PNG or JPG format
➔ Square. 256x256px recommended.
➔ Maximum 2MB

Company 
Name 

➔ Name of your company

Company 
Description 

➔ 2-3 sentence description of your
company, the data provider

Consumer 
Contact Email 

➔ Appears publicly next to your listing
for inbound inquiries

➔ Receives notifications when
consumers request access to your
data

➔ Can be a group alias/email address
➔ Must be able to receive emails from

the snowflake.com domain
➔ Per our provider policies, please

respond with initial contact to
consumer requests within three
business days

Support Link or 
Email 

➔ URL or email address for consumers
to contact you for technical support

➔ Please respond quickly to consumer
support inquiries

Privacy Link ➔ URL for the data provider’s privacy
policy

➔ Must be publicly accessible and not
behind a login screen

➔ PDFs or similar docs are acceptable

Select file:

https://snowflakecommunity.force.com/s/provider-onboarding-case
https://www.snowflake.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/DM_Provider_Playbook_FY22_Q4_2.pdf
https://www.snowflake.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/DM_Provider_Playbook_FY22_Q4_2.pdf
https://www.snowflake.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/Create-a-Profile-and-Listing.pdf
https://www.snowflake.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/Create-a-Profile-and-Listing.pdf
https://docs.snowflake.com/en/user-guide/marketplace-managing-data-listings.html
https://docs.snowflake.com/en/user-guide/marketplace-managing-data-listings.html
https://snowflake.wistia.com/medias/ocerbff9ud
https://snowflake.wistia.com/medias/ocerbff9ud
https://www.snowflake.com/provider-policies/
https://www.snowflake.com/provider-policies/


1b: Provider Profile (Snowflake Use Only) 

Input Field Notes Your Information (Examples in Blue) 

Business 
Contact Email 

➔ Email that Snowflake can contact
with general questions about your
listings, in accordance with our
privacy notice.

➔ Can be a group alias/email address
➔ Must be able to receive emails from

the snowflake.com domain

Technical 
Contact Email 

➔ Email that Snowflake can contact
with technical questions about your
listings, in accordance with our
privacy notice.

➔ Can be a group alias/email address
➔ Must be able to receive emails from

the snowflake.com domain
➔ Can be the same as the business

contact email address

2: Listing Details 

Input Field Notes Your Information (Examples in Blue) 

Listing Title ➔ Title of the dataset
➔ 40-60 characters

recommended. Must be <=
110 characters.

➔ All major words should be
capitalized

➔ Must be unique & different
from any other listings under
your profile

➔ Free listings with sample data
should be suffixed with “
- Demo” or “ - Sample”

➔ Personalized listings with
time-limited access should be
suffixed with “ - Trial”

Listing Type ➔ Free listings have free and 
ready to access data, which 
customers can query instantly

➔ Paid listings have ready to 
access data that a consumer 
can purchase for a fee

➔ Personalized listings require 
that consumers request 
access to your data or 
dataset, which you can 
approve or deny. These are 
typically used when 
customers pay for access to 
your data.

➔ Listing type cannot be 
changed once you publish 
your listing

➔ You can publish a 
combination of listings to 
maximize engagement, with 
demo data in a Free listing 
and your full offering in a 
Personalized listing. 
Providers with both types of 
listings see 47% more views 
and 41% more requests in 
the first 30 days after
publishing1.Basic Information 

Subtitle ➔ Short, informative
explanation of the dataset

➔ Visible
➔ Must be < 100 characters
➔ Must be different from the

title
➔ Capitalize only the first letter

and any proper nouns or
acronyms

Category ➔ Only one option can be
selected

➔ Helps consumers find your
data when filtering listings by
category

Terms of 
Service 

➔ URL for the data provider’s 
terms of service related to the 
appropriate use of data 
assets and other information

➔ Must be publicly accessible 
and not behind a login screen

➔ Required for free listings
➔ PDFs or similar docs are 

acceptable
➔ Contact your account team if 

you are unable to create a 
public-facing terms of service

1 Performance data based on January - May 2021 and can vary month-to-month 



Details 

Description ➔ Most important part of your
listing, helps consumers
understand what data you
have and whether they
should request

➔ 250-6,000 characters
➔ Must include three sections:

1) intro paragraph, 2) sample
tables, 3) sample fields

➔ Add an extra line break
between paragraphs

➔ Use consistent punctuation
➔ Use dashes instead of bullet

points
➔ Spelling & grammar check

recommended

Please structure as follows: 
➔ Intro paragraph outlining

scale of data and how it can
be used

➔ Sample tables using dashes
(instead of bullet points) with
1-5 examples and the
number of additional tables
available

➔ Sample fields using dashes
(instead of bullet points) with
10-15 examples and the
number of additional fields
available

➔ [For data services
providers] Expected
workflow that details if and
how consumers need to
share data with the provider
and how the provider will
share the results back

➔ [Optional] Sources: sources
of data

➔ [Optional] Additional
information: any additional
information that is important
to include in your listing. No
information should be
duplicated that is already
available elsewhere in the
profile (e.g. contact address
or terms of service)

Link to 
Documentation 

➔ Should include additional
documentation on the
dataset, preferably a data
dictionary

➔ Must be publicly accessible
and not behind a login screen

➔ PDFs or similar docs are
acceptable

Data Product 

Data ➔ Specify a Snowflake share or 
database objects (tables, 
views, secure functions) that 
will be part of a Snowflake 
share accessible to 
consumers

➔ Required for Free listings
➔ See Working with Shares 

documentation for additional
details 

Update 
Frequency 

➔ Select the most frequent
update frequency of your
dataset’s components

➔ Only one option can be
selected

Geographic 
Coverage 

➔ Select one or more
geographic regions for which
your data or data services
have coverage

➔ Identify specific countries or
U.S. states if applicable

Geographic 
Granularity 

➔ Select the most granular
geography of your dataset’s
components

➔ Only one option can be
selected

➔ Not required if you specified
Not applicable for
Geographic Coverage

Time Range ➔ Specify the time period for
which your data or data
services have coverage

➔ Custom dates can be
specified as a fixed time
range (2020-01-01 - 2021-01-
01) or a dynamic time range
(Next/Last X days, weeks,
months, or years)

Timestamp 
Granularity 

➔ Select the most granular
timestamp type of your
dataset’s components

➔ Only one option can be
selected

➔ Not required if you specified
Not applicable for Time
Range 

https://docs.snowflake.com/en/user-guide/data-sharing-provider.html
https://docs.snowflake.com/en/user-guide/data-sharing-provider.html


Additional 
Attributes 

➔ Optional
➔ Up to 4 additional

distinguishing attributes of
the data can be specified

➔ 2-5 words recommended per
attribute to maximize
readability

➔ Must be < 80 characters

Business Needs 

Business Need ➔ Help consumers understand
the best application for your
data or service

➔ Helps consumers find your
data when filtering listings by
business need

➔ At least 1 business need is
required. Up to 6 business
needs can be specified.

➔ Custom needs of 2-4 words
can be inputted but will not
appear in the consumer
dropdown filter

Description ➔ Provides an illustrative
example for the customer’s
use case or business need

➔ Add a unique description for
each business need

Sample SQL Queries 

Title ➔ 3-4 sample queries 
recommended to help 
consumers understand how 
they can use the data.

➔ At least 1 sample query 
required for free listings, 
optional for personalized 
listings

Description ➔ Optional
➔ Ties the title/question to an

actual business need for the
data

➔ Automatically loaded as a
descriptor comment when
users run the sample query

SQL Query ➔ Directly answers the
title/question

➔ Do not include the database
name since this can be
renamed by the consumer.
Use <schema>.<table>
format.

➔ Will be validated against your
share to make sure the query
can run
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	1a: Provider Profile (User Facing)
	1b: Provider Profile (Snowflake Use Only)
	2: Listing Details

	Company Name: Snowflake Virtual Hands-On Labs
	Company Description: Snowflake Virtual Hands-On Labs illustrate how the Snowflake Marketplace can be used through demos and webinars that utilize publicly available datasets and lookup tables. Visit https://www.snowflake.com/virtual-hands-on-lab/ for additional information.The Snowflake Marketplace gives data scientists, business intelligence and analytics professionals, and everyone who desires data-driven decision-making, access to more than hundreds of live and ready-to-query data sets from third-party data providers and data service providers.
	Consumer Contact Email: marketplace-demos-dl@snowflake.com
	Support Link or Email: https://www.snowflake.com/contact/
	Privacy Link: https://www.snowflake.com/privacy-policy/
	Business Contact Email: example_sales@snowflake.com
	Technical Contact Email: example_engineering@snowflake.com
	Listing Title: US Zip Code Crosswalk (HUD-USPS)Suffix if sample/demo data: - DemoSuffix if timed trial: - Trial
	Terms of Service: https://www.snowflake.com/legal/dataset-terms/hud-usps-zip-crosswalk/
	Link to Documentation: https://www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/usps_crosswalk.html#codebook
	Data Product: Identify:-Snowflake Secure Share NameOR-Tables, Secure Views, and/or Secure Functions to be shared
	Additional Attributes: - Coverage for over X US counties- Zipcodes last updated in 2021
	Business Need Description: Demand Forecasting: Enrich your customer data with additional details on their city, state, county, or census tract.Location Data Enrichment: Identify all of the zip codes associated with a given county, census tract, or core-based statistical area.Location Geocoding: Augment customer zip code data with additional details about their city, state, county, or census tract.
	Sample SQL Title: 1. How many of my deliveries will be delayed due to snowfall?2. What states/counties are my customers in, and what percentage of the county population does this represent?
	Sample SQL Description: 1. Join the CBSA view to the CBSA-Zip Code Crosswalk to identify zip codes overlapping with a given CBSA2. Join your users table to the Zip Code-County Crosswalk and the County View to identify the states, counties, and county populations represented
	Sample SQL: 1. What zip codes should I market to if I want to reach all customers in Knoxville, Tennessee?SELECT DISTINCT    cz.zipFROM zipcode_crosswalk.cbsa cJOIN zipcode_crosswalk.cbsa_zip cz    ON cz.cbsa = c.cbsa_codeWHERE c.cbsa_title = 'Knoxville, TN';2. What states/counties are my customers in, and what percentage of the county population does this represent?SELECT    zc.usps_zip_pref_state AS state    , c.name AS county_name    , c.pop10    , COUNT(DISTINCT du.user_id) AS n_users    , COUNT(DISTINCT du.user_id) / c.pop10 AS pct_penetrationFROM zipcode_crosswalk.demo_users du -- Substitute your own users table for this demo tableJOIN zipcode_crosswalk.zip_county zc    ON zc.zip = du.zip_codeJOIN zipcode_crosswalk.county c    ON c.geoid = zc.countyGROUP BY 1,2,3;
	Listing Description: This dataset includes crosswalks to lookup the US city, state, county, census tract, or core-based statistical areas associated with a given zip code. This includes reverse lookups to identify the zip codes associated with each of these entities. This data is sourced from the Office of Policy Development and Research within the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development. This data share includes 8 lookup tables: zip code to census tract; zip code to county; zip code to CBSA; census tract to zip code; county to zip code; CBSA to zip code, county names from the 2010 census, and CBSA names as defined in February 2013. It also includes a table with demo customer data. This secondary data can be used to practice joining the lookup table with the demo customer data.The Snowflake Marketplace allows you to access live, ready-to-query data and data services. This lookup table is available for all Snowflake customers and can be used to experiment with accessing data from the Marketplace.Tables included:- Zip Code to Census Tract- Zip Code to County ID- Zip Code to Core-Based Statistical Area (CBSA)- Census Tract to Zip Code- Zip Code to County ID- Core-Based Statistical Area (CBSA) to Zip Code- Counties- Core-Based Statistical AreasFields Included:- Zip Code- Tract / County / CBSA- USPS Preferred City Name- USPS Preferred State Name- Residential Address Ratio- Business Address Ratio- Other Address Ratio- Total Address RatioSource: This data is sourced from the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (https://www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/usps_crosswalk.html) and the United States Census Bureau (https://www.census.gov/geographies/reference-files/time-series/geo/gazetteer-files.2010.html & https://www.census.gov/geographies/reference-files/time-series/demo/metro-micro/delineation-files.html). Lookups last updated in the 4th Quarter 2021.[Include below section if providing a data service]: Expected Workflow:- Consumer shares list of zip codes with Snowflake Virtual Hands-On Labs via a Snowflake datashare for data enrichment.- Snowflake Virtual Hands-On Labs uses a Snowflake datashare to provide the consumer with customized zipcodes.
	Listing Subtitle: Look up the US county, city, state, census tract, or CBSA associated with a zip code.
	Company Logo: 
	Category: [Select one...]
	Listing Type: [Select one...]
	Update Frequency: [Select one...]
	Geographic Coverage: [Select one...]
	Geographic Coverage Specifics: Name specific countries or U.S. states, if applicable
	Select one: [Select one..]
	Time Range: [Select one...]
	Time Range Custom Specifics: Custom time range, if applicable
	Timestamp Granularity: [Select one...]
	Business Need: [Select 1-6...]


